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Election trouncing prompts calls
for reform within Taiwan’s KMT
Its ageing leadership,
China policies face
scrutiny as it fails to
connect with youth
Katherine Wei
Taiwan Correspondent
In Taipei
Following her landslide victory that
secured Taiwan President Tsai Ingwen a second term in office on
Saturday, voices that called for the
opposing Kuomintang (KMT) to reform came from within the party,
as many pondered what exactly
had led to its trouncing by Ms Tsai’s
Democratic Progressive Party
(DPP).
A clear difference, not lost on voters, was the unity shown by the
DPP in working towards a common
goal, while the KMT has been divided since the last presidential
election and in disarray.
“People also don’t think Han
Kuo-yu was qualified to run for president,” said Assistant Professor
Wang Ching-hsing, from National
Cheng Kung University’s Political
Science Department, at an election
post-mortem yesterday.
Professor of East Asian politics
Shelley Rigger at Davidson College,
North Carolina, thinks Mr Han is
only a “symptom” but not the cause
of the KMT’s malaise. “The magnitude of losses has a lot to do with
Han Kuo-yu personally, but not all
because of him,” she said.
While Ms Tsai was widely expected to win, the margin of her victory was fuelled by both external
and domestic events, said Prof

Taiwan President Tsai Ing-wen meeting director of the American Institute in Taiwan William Brent Christensen yesterday, a day after her landslide election victory.
While Ms Tsai was widely expected to win, the margin of her victory was fuelled by both external and domestic events, say experts. PHOTO: ASSOCIATED PRESS

Wang. When Chinese President Xi
Jinping discussed in his new year
speech last year the “one country,
two systems” framework designed
for Taiwan, it gave Ms Tsai the opportunity to declare her firm stance

against any threats to Taiwan’s
sovereignty, he said.
The protests in Hong Kong also
gave her a similar platform that
was well received among younger
Taiwanese voters.

“Democracy and sovereignty is
more appealing than Han’s promotion of a better economy that might
come at the cost of sovereign
rights,” said Prof Wang.
But the incumbent President’s

personal victory did not fully extend to her party. While the DPP secured over 50 per cent of legislature seats, compared with the
KMT’s 33.6 per cent, it lost seven
seats – replaced by representatives

US, Japan and UK told off for
violating one-China principle
Tan Dawn Wei
China Bureau Chief
In Beijing
China has lambasted the United
States, Britain and Japan for violating the one-China principle after
the countries sent congratulatory
messages to Taiwan’s newly reelected president, lauding the island’s democratic system.
In a statement by the Foreign Ministry yesterday, spokesman Geng
Shuang said Beijing has already
made representations to these
countries and urged them to keep
their distance from the island.
Officials including US Secretary
of State Mike Pompeo had sent congratulatory messages to Ms Tsai
Ing-wen, lauding the island’s democratic system, after she and her
Democratic Progressive Party
(DPP) won a landslide victory in Saturday’s presidential election, and
also held on to a parliamentary majority.
“We hope those countries will
earnestly abide by the one-China
principle, refrain from having any
official ties or exchanges with the
Taiwan region, deal with Taiwan-related issues properly and with caution, avoid sending any wrong signals to the ‘Taiwan independence’
forces, take concrete actions for the
peaceful development of relations
across the Taiwan Strait, and uphold the larger picture of their own
bilateral relations with China,” said
Mr Geng.
The US recognises Beijing as the
sole legal government of China under its one-China policy, as does the
United Kingdom and Japan.
A separate statement earlier by
China’s Taiwan Affairs Office also

reiterated Beijing’s commitment to
unify Taiwan with the mainland under its “one country, two systems”
model, and warned that China
would “resolutely safeguard national sovereignty and territorial integrity, resolutely oppose separatist attempts and acts for ‘Taiwan
independence’ in any form”.
In a landslide victory seen as a rebuke of China and its bid for unification, Ms Tsai claimed 57 per cent of
the total votes while her rival, the
China-friendly Han Kuo-yu of the
Kuomintang, drew just 39 per cent.
Chinese state media was quick to
accuse the newly re-elected Taiwanese President of using “dirty
tactics” to win her second term in
office, saying she and her party had
resorted to “cheating, repression
and intimidation to obtain votes”.
Official Chinese news agency Xinhua described Ms Tsai and the
DPP’s purported underhanded tactics as having “exposed their selfish, greedy and evil nature”.
“Anti-China political forces in the
West openly intervened in Taiwan’s elections and supported Tsai
in order to contain the Chinese
mainland and to prevent the two
sides of the Taiwan Strait from getting closer,” it said.
The nationalistic Global Times
tabloid also accused Ms Tsai and
her team of having “exploited administrative resources and crushed
their opponents through approaches devoid of a bottom line”.
It cited the island’s anti-infiltration law, hastily pushed last month
through Parliament, where the
DPP has a majority, to counter
China’s political influence ahead of
the presidential vote.
“The level of the pro-secession
camp’s demonisation of the main-

land has reached a peak in recent
years. Their description of the Chinese mainland and its Taiwan policy cannot be more absurd,” said
the op-ed.
Relations between China and Taiwan, which Beijing considers a part
of the mainland, have deteriorated
since Ms Tsai first took office in
2016. After she rejected the 1992
Consensus, an agreement that
there is just one China, Beijing cut
off official dialogue and sought to
pressure Taiwan by poaching its
diplomatic allies, ramping up military exercises and banning individual tourist travel to the island.
Experts say Beijing is hoping Ms
Tsai will back down from her hardened rhetoric formed around protecting Taiwan’s sovereignty and rejecting the “one country, two systems” model.
While Ms Tsai has said she is not
about to change the status quo with
China, her party largely favours formal independence, the biggest red
line for China.
Dr Hoo Tiang Boon, who researches cross-strait relations at
the S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies, said analysts have
theorised that as China faces growing pressure from the US and would
not want the Taiwan issue to be hijacked by Washington, it may rethink its strategy in dealing with Ms
Tsai’s government.
“It would seem to make sense for
China to lower its own bar and communicate with the DPP regime, but
I’m not so optimistic,” said Dr Hoo.
In a speech after her win, Ms Tsai
reiterated her willingness for crossstrait dialogue but stressed Taiwan
will “never concede to threats”.
dawntan@sph.com.sg

Singapore congratulates President Tsai on victory
Singapore has congratulated
Taiwan President Tsai Ing-wen and
her party on their election victory
on Saturday.
“We welcome the successful conclusion of the elections in Taiwan
on Jan 11, 2020, and congratulate Dr
Tsai Ing-wen and her party on their
victory,” the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs (MFA) said in a press statement issued yesterday.
“Singapore and Taiwan share a
close and friendly relationship,

which goes back many years. We
will continue to grow this relationship based on Singapore’s ‘One
China’ policy,” the statement said.
The MFA press statement said
the peaceful and stable development of cross-strait relations would
not be possible without wisdom
and pragmatism by the leaders on
both sides of the Taiwan Strait.
“Over the years, both sides of the
strait have benefited immensely
from such relations. Efforts to se-

cure the well-being of future generations and contribute to the peace
and prosperity of the region will
continue to be welcomed by Singapore and the international community,” the statement said.
Ms Tsai won a landslide victory
over her China-friendly opponent
Han Kuo-yu to clinch a second term
in power on Saturday.
Her Democratic Progressive
Party also held on to its majority in
the legislature.

from newer, smaller parties like the
New Power Party, Taiwan People’s
Party and the Taiwan Statebuilding
Party. These parties received
enough party votes to gain a share
of “at-large” legislative seats, which
are allocated according to the percentage of party votes they receive.
The current electoral system for
legislative elections in Taiwan was
devised to give smaller parties an opportunity to break the two-party
control in the legislature, but with it
came volatility “for people to appear
from nowhere and capture voters’ attention... This is a perpetual source
of uncertainty and anxiety for bigger party leaders,” said Prof Rigger.
In the wake of the KMT‘s major
losses, many have called for party
reforms, including in its China policies and ageing leadership – something the KMT has resisted addressing.
Early yesterday, outgoing KMT
legislator Hsu Yu-jen posted a
scathing criticism of his own party
on Facebook. While he blamed Mr
Han, the Kaohsiung mayor, for the
defeat, he also emphasised bigger
structural issues within the KMT
such as its overall style, and distance from Taiwan’s current mainstream ideologies.
Mr Hsu, 41, compared the party to
a machine controlled by its older
leaders and slammed them for neglecting the younger generation of
voters and touting the “1992 Consensus” as its main China policy.
“The KMT ought to rethink its
cross-strait policy when 70 per
cent of its voters under 45 have said
in polls that they are ‘anti-China’,”
said Mr Hsu.
KMT Youth Division head Hsiao
Ching-yen agreed, saying in a Facebook post that the KMT suffered its
defeat because of outdated crossstrait policies held by an outdated
group of leaders who have been in
power for decades.
“The Taiwanese society can agree
that ‘the Republic of China is in Taiwan’, ‘our sovereignty should not
be threatened’ and ‘refuse unification with China’,” said the 27-yearold. “As a political party in Taiwan,
we should stand with the Taiwanese people and propose ideologies from their perspective.”
katwei@sph.com.sg
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Tsai’s win won’t help
HK protests: Analysts
Claire Huang
Hong Kong Correspondent
Taiwan President Tsai Ing-wen’s
landslide victory may have raised
the hopes of anti-government
protesters in Hong Kong, but
some observers believe her newly
minted win is unlikely to re-energise the city’s ongoing protests.
While the protesters are driven
by the goals of universal suffrage
and freedom to choose their own
chief executive, analysts said Ms
Tsai’s victory is unlikely to help the
anti-government protests that have
roiled the city for seven months.
Mr Lau Siu Kai, vice-president of
the Chinese Association of Hong
Kong and Macau Studies, believes
Hong Kong protesters will not be
invigorated by Ms Tsai’s victory,
noting that the Taiwan President
will focus on ties with the United
States and the mainland rather
than on championing the cause of
the Hong Kong demonstrators.
Hong Kong-based China strategist Andrew Leung said the Taiwan election results may have
been “encouraging” to the Hong
Kong protesters, but pointed out
that people are also tired of the
constant disruptions and are resisting the escalation of violence.

“But this doesn’t mean that the
Hong Kong people who sympathise with the movement will give
up their sympathy. I think this is going to remain and also, people are
waiting to see if the government,
with the change in leadership in the
liaison office, (takes) any concrete
action to answer some of the protesters’ aspirations,” he said.
Experienced politician and former Shanxi chief Luo Huining, 65,
took over Beijing’s liaison office in
Hong Kong last week in a surprise
reshuffle. The new director is expected to iron out differences
within the pro-Beijing camp in
preparation for the Legislative
Council election in September,
after pro-Beijing candidates suffered stunning defeats in last November’s district council election.
Ms Tsai has openly rejected the
“one country, two systems” principle that China uses to govern Hong
Kong.
Mr Leung, asked if Beijing will
double down on Hong Kong, said
he thought Ms Tsai’s win would reaffirm Beijing’s new policy towards
Hong Kong, as exemplified by the
new chief to the liaison office.
Mr Lau said Beijing would take a
harder stance towards Hong Kong
“in order to deter Hong Kong’s
anti-China and separatist radicals

from colluding with the Taiwan independence activists”.
Hundreds of protesters gathered
in Hong Kong’s Central district yesterday to push for universal suffrage, in a bid to build momentum
for a planned march next week,
while dozens of pro-police supporters marched in Yuen Long.
Activist Joshua Wong, among
the speakers at the peaceful assembly in Central, voiced his hope that
the Hong Kong people can choose
their chief executive. He said: “We
used to say ‘Today’s Hong Kong,
Tomorrow’s Taiwan’, but the slogan is now ‘Today’s Taiwan, Tomorrow’s Hong Kong’!”
Local paper Ming Pao said in its
editorial that some in Hong Kong
have viewed Taiwan as a partner
in the fight for democracy, while
others raised questions about the
role of Ms Tsai’s administration in
the anti-extradition movement.
“In her victory speech, Tsai Ingwen said the results showed that
the Taiwanese reject ‘one country,
two systems’ and that many Hong
Kong people are happy with the
Taiwan people’s decision. But the
bottom line is that the Tsai administration is concerned only about
Taiwan’s interests and not Hong
Kong’s future,” the article said.
It added that in fighting for their
rights, the Hong Kong people
must rely on themselves. “One
may discover at the end of the day
that they have become a pawn in a
chess game if one were to hold on
to unrealistic expectations that
foreign interests will help.”
huangjy@sph.com.sg

